Cathy Best
Design Resources, located in Madison, Georgia, is a design firm specializing in new
construction as well as partial and complete renovations. Services include, but are not limited
to, consultation, plan review, floor plan re-arrangement, kitchen and bath design, and
selection of exterior and interior architectural design elements. Cathy works closely with
contractors, on architectural details, to ensure your plans produce the home you envisioned.
Design Resources
1311 Confederate Rd
Madison GA, 30650
Cell: 920-979-0223
bestcathy@aol.com
“We hired Cathy after being very impressed with a friend’s recent renovation. My wife and
I wanted to renovate our master bathroom and living room for over 2 years but have not been
able to come up with a decent plan. We hired Cathy to come up with design/floor plan
options and we have been very impressed with her vision and creativity. We could not have
done it without her. We will definitely use her with any future projects.”
Gray McWhirter
“We purchased our 1950’s brick ranch home last year largely due to the creative design work
that Cathy Best at Design Resources had done. The updated renovations to our home were
simple, elegant and fresh. Choosing Cathy was an easy decision when
we decided to add an addition to our home. She is a delight to work with, listening to our
ideas and creatively making them a reality.”
Alan and Karen Murray
“Cathy was so easy to work with and had lots of fresh new ideas for our space! She was able
to come in and completely redesign my grandmother’s 1970’s ranch home to fit modern
conveniences and styles! I have recommended Cathy to many of my friends to help with
their home projects because her input was so crucial to our renovation! “
Rachel Kinsaul
“I loved working with Cathy. After walking through my dated, awkward home, she was able
to sit down and create a beautiful, sensical floor plan that completely changed the way I saw
the space. We haven't moved forward with the renovation process yet, but when we do I
would absolutely be confident using Cathy to help with additional design details and
selections. She has a great eye and would be a huge asset to anyone looking to build or
renovate their home.”
Katie Duvall

